Spirit of Queensland
Editorial Descriptions

50 Words
Discover the contemporary and comfortable design of the Spirit of Queensland as it travels the coastline between Brisbane and Cairns.
Created with relaxation in mind, the Spirit of Queensland combines modern seating with onboard entertainment and tasty meals,
reviving the nostalgia and excitement of long distance rail travel.

100 Words
Step aboard and discover the contemporary and comfortable design of the Spirit of Queensland, as it journeys the coast between
Brisbane and Cairns. Relax into modern seating, whether a generously spaced Premium Economy leather seat or the RailBed - a
spacious seat by day, lie-flat bed by night. Soak up the onboard entertainment, escape into a book or simply enjoy the world changing
outside your window. Our friendly team will be there throughout, ensuring your trip is on the right track. No matter where you’re
headed, the holiday relaxation starts as soon as you hop aboard The Spirit of Queensland.

125 Words
Jump aboard the Spirit of Queensland and make your way along the lush coastline between Brisbane and Cairns. With modern
seating, entertainment options and delicious meals, the Spirit of Queensland has been designed for relaxation and comfort - the
perfect start to any getaway. Enjoy the nostalgia of long-distance rail travel as you unwind in your leather Premium Economy seat or
RailBed – a conveniently spacious seat by day, lie-flat bed by night. Pass the time watching the world outside your window, enjoy a
friendly chat or plug into the latest entertainment while our friendly staff take care of the rest of your journey. Experience the revival of
long-distance rail travel and wherever you’re headed, arrive refreshed when you travel onboard the Spirit of Queensland.

150 Words
Reconnect with relaxation when you travel long-distance onboard the Spirit of Queensland. As you journey the lush coastline between
Brisbane and Cairns, experience its contemporary and comfortable design as you plug into the latest entertainment or, get back
to basics and enjoy the scenes unfolding outside your window. Travel in leather Premium Economy Seats and relish the generous
legroom, or upgrade to a revolutionary RailBed - a spacious seat by day, lie-flat bed by night. Enjoy a selection of tasty meals prepared
using seasonal Queensland produce, sourced from within 100 kilometres of the railway network. Enjoy access to the 24-hour licensed
Club Car or if travelling in a RailBed, delight in your meals being served to your seat. Experience the revival of long-distance rail
travel while enjoying modern conveniences and our friendly, efficient service. Wherever you’re going, a journey aboard the Spirit of
Queensland will get your trip on the right track.

250 Words
Queensland has a distinctive spirit, thanks to a lush coastline bursting with flora and fauna, delicious produce, relaxed locals and
adventures aplenty. At Queensland Rail Travel, we believe there’s no better way to explore this and more, than via the magic of a
rail getaway. Skip the hassles of traffic or craning for a glimpse through the clouds and instead, view this beautiful part of the world
from just outside the window of your long-distance train. Operating between Brisbane and Cairns five days a week, the Spirit of
Queensland is your answer to taking a quick and relaxing trip away. The relaxation starts the moment you step aboard – enjoy modern
and spacious seating, a variety of entertainment options on individual touch screens and delicious meals, prepared by a chef, using
Queensland-sourced produce. Enjoy the nostalgia of rail travel as you put your feet up and unwind in your leather Premium Economy
seat, or indulge in the ample space of your innovative RailBed – a conveniently spacious seat by day, lie-flat bed by night. Make friends
with fellow passengers from the comfort of your seat, or head to the 24-hour licensed Club Car for fresh faces and a change of scene.
Throughout your journey, our friendly staff are taking care of the ‘little things’ so you don’t have to and our driver is safely navigating
the tracks, to ensure you arrive at your destination, comfortably and happily. Wherever you’re headed, a journey aboard the Spirit of
Queensland will get your trip on the right track.
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Queensland’s distinctive spirit is unable to be replicated, thanks to a lush coastline overflowing with flora and fauna, bountiful produce,
friendly locals, changing landscapes and adventures aplenty. And at Queensland Rail Travel, we believe there’s no better way to
discover it, than via the magic of a rail getaway. Skip the hassle of navigating highway traffic or trying to steal glimpses through the
clouds and instead, view its beauty from just outside the window of your long-distance train. As Queensland Rail Travel’s most modern
train, operating between Brisbane and Cairns five days a week, the Spirit of Queensland is your answer to a quick and comfortable
holiday.
Whether heading up the coast for the natural wonders of the north, or down, to get caught up in the twinkling city lights of Brisbane,
whether travelling for business, a mini-break, or wanting to stop off and see friends and family along the way, the Spirit of Queensland
has your travel needs covered.
Better yet, the holiday starts the moment you step aboard – enjoy modern and spacious seating, a variety of entertainment options
and delicious meals, prepared by a chef using Queensland-sourced produce. Enjoy the nostalgia of long-distance rail travel as you
put your feet up and unwind in your leather Premium Economy seat, or indulge in the ample space of your innovative RailBed – a
conveniently spacious seat by day, lie-flat bed by night.
Travelling at up to 160km per hour, your journey will zip by but to help pass the time, you can dive into the pages of your
complimentary onboard magazine, plug into the latest in-seat entertainment on individual touch screens or, simply watch the world
outside your window change. If you’re feeling social, enjoy a friendly chat with fellow passengers from the comfort of your seat or,
head to the 24-hour licensed club car for fresh faces and a change of scene.
Throughout your journey, our friendly staff are taking care of the ‘little things’ so you don’t have to and, if you’re travelling in a RailBed,
they’ll make it up for you with fresh linen (and a smile) and deliver your all-inclusive meals, right to your seat. All the while, our driver is
navigating the tracks, to ensure you arrive at your destination comfortably and safely.
So, wherever you’re going and for whatever reason, a journey aboard the Spirit of Queensland will get your trip on the right track.
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